
The Bledington jigs 

 

 

 

There are seven Bledington jigs described in the Black Book and, in a bit more detail, in Bert 
Cleaver’s booklet. The notes below look at three of them: Lumps of Plum Pudding, Ladies’ Pleasure 
and Princess Royal. 

The stepping and figures 

Double stepping (DS) is just as described in the Bledington set dances: 123 hop with no feint step – 
leap straight in. Hand movements are counter-twists – brushing your hair forwards, hands above 
head, in front of the body handkerchiefs twist in a plane roughly 45° to horizontal (not vertical as 
some instructions say), most of the movement is from your wrists.  

Sidesteps as per set dances, may be short (SSS) or long (LSS). SSS consists of one bar sidestep right 
then one bar sidestep left (right / left describe the foot which first moves, not the direction your 
body turns towards), while one hand (the same one as the foot which moves) does the counter-
twist. The other hand hangs relaxed by your side. 

LSS are a composite: SSS right, 1 bar DS, SSS left, 1 bar DS. However, while some sides do LSS exactly 
as this order implies, with both hands doing counter-twists on the DS, DDMM keep going with one-
hand counter-twists during the DS part – using the same hand as in the preceding sidestep. For more 
on how DDMM do LSS, see instructions for the set dance Idbury Hill. 

Capers the jigs may include some / all of the normal Bledington capers: Forries or forry capers (FC), 
Fore capers aka RTBs (RTB), Upright capers (UC) all done as in the set dances. Jigs can also include 
plain capers (PC) which are the normal leaping off each foot in turn capers. In PC the hands do low 
wide twists by the sides of your body. 
 
Hockle-backs (HcK), are very like the FT ones, except you move backwards while doing them rather 
than staying on the spot. HcK are backsteps but swinging the bent free leg out sideways so that your 
foot lands directly behind you. HcK come in pairs: right leg behind, then left. Hands held in ‘balance’ 
position. The move is less flamboyant than Lichfield swing-backs – your body stays upright, your hips 
level 
 
Shuffles (Shuf): Shuf don’t occur in the Bledington set dances, but are in all the jigs. They occupy a 
bar of music. The sequence goes:  
1. Start on toes, feet parallel, about 12" apart. Bring your hands into balance position. Heels an 

inch or so off the ground. 
2. Jerk backwards a few inches, and bring left heel into instep of right foot. It does not overlap the 

right foot at all 
3. Jerk backwards a few inches, bringing left foot straight again, and with right heel into instep of 

left foot. No overlap of feet 
4. Repeat 2 and 3.  



NBs 
• Heels shouldn't touch the ground while you do this,  
• First and third shuffles are accented, partly by the jerk and partly by lowering your heels, 

though they should not actually touch the ground.  
• Keep weight evenly distributed between both feet throughout.  
• Hands held at normal balance position.  

 
After the Shuf the sequence finishes with a feet together jump (Ftj) – hands as usual go high.  

 
Once to yourself (OY) Jigs generally start with Shuf then FtJ, though you can start simply with FtJ if 
you prefer (in which case, don’t forget the Bledington preparatory movement with the hands) 
 
 
Lumps of Plum Pudding 

The sequence is: OY, Foot Up, Sidestep sequence, RTB sequence, Sidestep sequence, UC sequence, 
sidestep sequence, finishing on 4 PC. 

OY:  shuf FtJ, or just FtJ 
Foot up: 6 X DS, shuf, FtJ 
Sidestep sequence: LSS, 2  X FC, 4 X PC 
RTB sequence:  4 X RTB, 2 X DS, shuf, FtJ 
UC sequence:  4 X UC, 2 X DS, shuf, FtJ 
 
Ladies’ Pleasure 

The sequence is: OY, Foot up, Hockle-back sequence, RTB sequence, Hockle-back sequence, UC 
sequence, Hockle-back sequence, finishing on 4 PC 

OY:  shuf FtJ, or just FtJ 
Foot up: (2 X DS, shuf, FtJ) X 2  
Hockle-back sequence: 3 X HcK, 1 X FC, 2 X DS, 4 X PC 
RTB sequence:  (2 X RTB, shuf, FtJ) X 2 
UC sequence:  (2  X UC, shuf, FtJ) X 2 
 
Princess Royal 

The sequence is: OY, Foot up, Sidestep sequence, RTB sequence, Sidestep sequence, UC sequence, 
sidestep sequence, finishing on 4 PC 

OY:  shuf FtJ, or just FtJ 
Foot up: 4 X DS, SSS, shuf, FtJ 
Sidestep sequence: LSS, SSS, cross-hops (see below), SSS, 4 X PC 
RTB sequence:  4 X RTB, SSS, shuf, FtJ 
UC sequence:  4 X UC, SSS, shuf, FtJ 
 
Cross hops:  2 bars, as follows, with hands held out in balance. First bar is: 

1. Beat 1, jump, land on both feet, with right foot crossed behind left.  
2. Beat 2, jump off crossed feet, land with feet about a foot apart.  



3. Beat 3, jump off both feet, land with feet together 
4. Beat 4, pause 

Then do it again, this time with left foot crossing behind right. 
 


